DIFFICULTY: Moderate

MATERIALS:
1 piece each of white, yellow, sand, and purple construction paper.
Scissors
Glue or double sided tape
1 Piece of yarn
Optional: Cotton balls, glitter glue, gold foil

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Cut out pattern along dotted lines.
2. Use glue stick to lightly attach patterns to colored paper. For sand (face) sheet, fold paper in half and align the pattern to folded side.
3. Cut out shapes along solid line. Do NOT cut folded line on sand (face) sheet.
4. Gently remove patterns. If removal is difficult, attach the colored paper pattern side down.
5. Fold sand (face) piece so pattern is inside. Glue shut.
6. Glue pieces together starting with the purple to the sand (face). (See “A”). Assemble crown (See “B”).
7. Glue crown to head over hat. Punch hole in center of crown and tie string through hole.